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Abstract Precipitation is an important component of the interaction between Earth's atmosphere and
oceans, modifying air-sea fluxes of momentum, heat, and gas. It has been hypothesized that rain's
suppression of ocean surface gravity waves and centimeter-scale wave enhancement should alter the
nature of air-sea momentum flux, resulting in increased near-surface current. Here, we use field
observations to describe this impact and measure the very near-surface current response to rainfall. During
heavy rain, surface-roughening ring waves were generated and longer gravity waves were suppressed;
immediately following, the magnitude of the near-surface current increased in response to wind forcing
but died as the rain subsided and long waves recovered. These first-of-their-kind field observations indicate
that rain reduces ocean wave form drag in favor of tangential stress, resulting in the acceleration of current
near the sea surface.

Plain Language Summary Rain is known to be an important component of atmosphere-ocean
interactions. However, the specific response of short-scale waves and very near-surface current to
precipitation has not yet been described in the Earth's ocean. We observe that rainfall suppresses long
waves and grows centimeter-scale ring waves. This alteration facilitates the acceleration of current, which
ceases in favor of longer wave growth as the rain subsides. This is the first observation of this phenomenon
in the Earth's real ocean.

1. Introduction
High levels of rainfall are commonly observed over the tropical regions of Earth's oceans, impacting physical
processes that influence weather and climate from the microscale to the basin scale. Rain has been shown
to alter major circulation patterns (Lee et al., 2019) and stir the upper ocean (Abe et al., 2019) through
the large-scale freshening of the ocean's near-surface layer. In areas which typically see low levels of wind
forcing and high levels of rainfall, such as the Western Equatorial Pacific, rain has been observed to have a
substantial impact on air-sea fluxes (Turk et al., 2010). It is understood that rainfall on the ocean creates a
thin, highly turbulent fresh lens near the surface (Harrison & Veron, 2017; Peirson et al., 2013; Zappa et al.,
2009), which enhances air-sea flux but temporarily stalls vertical mixing (Ho et al., 1997; Schlüssel et al.,
1997; Zappa et al., 2009). Under low levels of wind forcing, this lens—often several meters thick—forms
what is known as a “slippery layer” (Anderson et al., 1996; Kudryavtsev & Soloviev, 1990), accelerating past
the saline water at the base of the lens (Shcherbina et al., 2019; Wijesekera et al., 1999). This phenomenon
has been extensively studied and documented in the literature—particularly in recent years (e.g., Doeschate
et al., 2019; Dong et al., 2017; Drushka et al., 2016; Volkov et al., 2019; Shcherbina et al., 2019; Thompson
et al., 2019). This fresh lens is typically tens of centimeters thick, with turbulent kinetic energy dissipation
falling orders of magnitude over the upper half meter of the water column (Zappa et al., 2009).

Precipitation also has a profound impact on the ocean surface wave state. Rainfall has long been known
to “knock down the sea”—that is—to attenuate ocean surface gravity waves (Reynolds, 1900; Tsimplis &
Thorpe, 1989). This fact is often emphasized as the key feature of the relationship between rain and ocean
surface waves (Cavaleri & Bertotti, 2017; Cavaleri et al., 2015; Tsimplis & Thorpe, 1989). However, rain also
generates centimeter-scale water surface undulations of its own. Under heavy rainfall, these may be the
chaotic pockmarks, which result from the frequent and violent interaction between raindrops and impact
craters. Under light rainfall, they may be the radially propagating features known as “ring waves.” A ring
wave is characterized by an impact crater, downward and outward flow, and a rapid upward jet (Morton et al.,
2000). Numerous laboratory measurements have shown that the generation of ring waves by the impact of
rain on an air-water interface is substantial, especially in light wind conditions (Bliven et al., 1993, 1997;
Harrison et al., 2012; Poon et al., 1992; Yang et al., 1997). Even under substantial levels of wind forcing, rain
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Figure 1. In this schematic, the prerain surface (slope field in (a)) features gravity waves, which take up momentum
from the atmosphere via normal stress. The rain-affected surface (slope field in (b)) is characterized by ring wave-scale
roughness which enhances tangential stress, feeding the near-surface current. Slope field spatial scale (the 10-cm bar)
is given for reference. Violet traces indicate the to-scale water surface vertical displacement taken along the white slices
on the slope fields.

is believed to play an important role in air-sea fluxes. Inclusion of the roughening effect of rain impacting the
ocean surface in extreme weather forecasting has been shown to improve the ability of models to accurately
describe wave height and wind speed (Katsafados et al., 2018).

Laboratory observations have shown that simulated rainfall on an air-water interface aids in the rapid down-
wind acceleration of near-surface current (Poon et al., 1992). This is owed to the combined effect of rainfall
to attenuate ocean surface gravity waves and enhance centimeter-scale undulations, altering the nature of
air-sea momentum flux (Poon et al., 1992; Schlüssel et al., 1997). Specifically, at centimeter wavelength
scales, water surface undulations serve to increase the roughness in a way that increases tangential stress,
enhancing near-surface current with increasing wind speed. At scales where flow sheltering becomes signif-
icant (wavelengths of order 1 m and larger), water surface undulations serve to increase the surface-normal
force, enhancing wind-wave growth with increasing wind speed. This is graphically depicted in Figure 1,
with a rain rate of approximately 10 mm/hr.

Despite the numerous laboratory and theoretical studies (Veron & Mieussens, 2016) in this area, the effect
of rain on the ocean surface remains one of the least understood processes in air-sea interaction (Katsafados
et al., 2018). This is largely due to the absence of field measurements of rain impacting ocean surface waves
and very near-surface flows. Generally, analysis of the water surface wave response to rain is centered around
the calculation of wave growth and attenuation rates. In the laboratory, this has been accomplished by mea-
suring wave parameters in a wind-wave flume upstream and downstream of an artificial rainmaker; there,
the variation is spatial, not temporal (Tsimplis & Thorpe, 1989; Tsimplis, 1992; Poon et al., 1992). This is in
stark contrast to what happens in the real ocean, where rain-induced changes to the wave field may occur
rapidly, but environmental conditions do not vary in space over nominal observational domains of order
1–10 m for prolonged periods of time. In this way, theory and the existing body of laboratory observations
are not sufficient to describe the problem of rain impacting ocean surface waves and very near-surface cur-
rents. Consequently, an improved understanding of the physical interaction between rain and the air-sea
interface requires in situ observations made in the real ocean.

Here we report on field observations made of the centimeter to decimeter-scale wave and near-surface
responses to an impulsive rain and wind forcing event. Wind gusts are by nature transient events with
potentially substantial impacts on air-sea interaction (e.g., Zappa et al., 2019). Previous studies of skin layer
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physical, chemical, and biological properties based on data from the research cruise on which these mea-
surements were made have highlighted precipitation as an area of great interest for air-sea interaction (Wurl,
Bird, et al., 2018; Wurl, Landing, et al., 2018). What follows is a description of the measurements made
during the precipitation event, the analysis used to interpret the observational data, and a discussion of its
importance for the study of atmosphere-ocean interactions.

2. Observations and Analysis
In October–November 2016, the R/V Falkor (supporting information Figure S1) served as an air-sea inter-
action observational platform in the Timor Sea and Western Equatorial Pacific (Wurl, Landing, et al., 2018).
During this cruise, over two hundred 20-min observations were made of short wave topography and sea
surface microlayer properties, including the application of a novel near-surface current sensing technique
(Laxague et al., 2017, 2018; Laxague & Zappa, 2020). Despite the prevalence of precipitation in this region
of the ocean, of these measurement periods, only one contained a rain event which was substantial (rain
rate R reaching 100 mm/hr) and sustained (duration greater than 5 min). At the beginning of the period of
interest, the wind speed was a steady 3 m/s. Light rain began to fall after approximately 7 min, followed by
a burst of wind and heavy rain seven minutes later. A time series of the observed wind speed and rain rate is
shown in Figure 2a; other measurements and analysis techniques are described throughout the remainder
of section 2.

2.1. Meteorological Measurements
Wind speed was measured at a sampling rate of 1 Hz using a Gill MetPak Pro 2-D sonic anemometer mounted
on the foremast at 10 m above the mean water level (supporting information Figure S1c). During periods of
dedicated observation, a remotely controlled catamaran was deployed. It was equipped with a Davis Instru-
ments Vantage Pro2 weather station, enabling the measurement of rain rate R (reported once every minute
in units of mm/hr). This sensor is accurate to ±4% of total rain rate for rates up to 50 mm/hr and ±5% of
total rain rate for rates between 50 and 100 mm/hr. Data were obtained from the public PANGAEA archive
(Wurl et al., 2017, https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.882430).

2.2. Wave Field Sensing and Fourier Analysis
The ocean surface wave field was measured with high spatial and temporal resolution via Polarimetric Slope
Sensing (Zappa et al., 2008, 2012). This technique allowed us to obtain the water surface slope field without
disturbing any of its features; it has been successfully used to make measurements of gravity-capillary wave
properties in the open ocean (Laxague et al., 2015, 2018) (supporting information Figure S2). The polarimet-
ric camera deployed on the R/V Falkor was a custom-built system designed to minimize sensor integration
time (and therefore motion blur) (Zappa et al., 2012). It enclosed two polarizing beamsplitters and four JAI
monochrome digital cameras (model CV-A10CL M). Each camera provided the polarized light intensity over
a 768 × 576 pixel array at 10-bit depth and 60 frames per second. The polarimeter was mounted 11 m above
the mean water level, allowing the instrument to resolve waves with spatial scales of 1 m down to 1 mm at a
rate of 60 frames per second. The camera housing included an Xsens model MTi Inertial Measurement Unit,
complete with onboard processing capabilities for integrating rotation rates to produce Euler angles. The
MTi sampled at 100 Hz had an angular resolution of 0.05◦, and a dynamic accuracy of ±2.0◦. The instanta-
neous polarimeter position and attitude were then used to rotate the camera look vector in three dimensions
and project each slope field onto the free surface.

Given a set of measurements of the spatiotemporal evolution of the water surface slope field, we may com-
pute the directional wavenumber-frequency slope spectrum S(kx, ky, 𝜔) in dimensions of m2/Hz, varying
with the Cartesian wavenumbers kx and ky (rad/m) and radian frequency 𝜔 (rad/s). This is described in
greater detail within the supporting information. For our purposes here, this spectrum functions as a con-
densation of the wave state and propagational characteristics. From S(kx, ky, 𝜔), we obtain the dimensionless
saturation spectra B(kx, ky) and B(k) and the spectral wave growth rate 𝛽(k, t) in dimensions of s−1 (Plant,
1982). Key to the analysis here is the computation of these spectra over short time windows in order to
describe the temporal development of wave and current characteristics (Laxague & Zappa, 2020).

In order to interpret the effects of changing wind and rain conditions on different scales of ocean surface
waves, we partitioned wave regimes by dominant restoring force. Our observed parameter space spans waves
restored to equilibrium solely by gravity (gravity waves) to those restored to equilibrium solely by capillarity
(capillary waves) and those restored by both effects (gravity-capillary waves) (Laxague et al., 2015). These
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Figure 2. Graphical representation of the the first impacts of light rain on the surface wave field. (A) Gray trace: wind speed measured from bow of R/V Falkor
at 10 m above mean water level; red squares: rain rate measured aboard the remote catamaran. (b) Time evolution of the ocean surface wave slope field (gray
level in degrees) for wavelengths ranging between 60 cm down and 1.2 mm. (c) Corresponding directional wavenumber saturation spectra computed over 5 s,
oriented in downwind direction. The white concentric rings mark the boundaries between the four wave regimes defined in section 2.2. Color indicates
saturation spectral density in radians. (d) Percent change in water surface slope variance over the four chosen wave bands. Note that the gray shaded regions
corresponding to Fourier transform windows of spectra shown in (c).

regimes are provided as wavelength ranges in Figure 2d and are featured on both Figures 3 and 4. They were
separated by their values of the Bond number Bo (Veron & Melville, 2001):

Bo = 𝜎k2

𝜌g
(1)

Here, 𝜎 is surface tension, 𝜌 is the density of water, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. Where Bo < 0.1,
gravity dominates; where Bo > 10, capillarity dominates; the range where Bo is of order 1 (gravity-capillary
waves) is conveniently split into two parts, separated at Bo = 1. By computing 𝜌 from shipboard in situ
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Figure 3. Selected examples of the rain event's impact on the surface wave field. (a) Dark violet trace: wind speed measured from bow of R/V Falkor at 10 m
above mean water level; red squares: rain rate measured aboard the remote catamaran. Vertical red lines mark times of interest for rest of figure. (b) Along-look
water surface slope field (gray level in degrees). (c) Directional wavenumber saturation spectra B(kx , ky) computed over 5 s. Scale limits match those of Figure 2,
and the white concentric rings mark the boundaries between the four wave regimes defined in section 2.2. (d) Omnidirectional saturation spectra, represented
as function of wavelength 𝜆. Trace colors correspond to the four example cases, as indicated by the vertical arrows between (c) and (d). Wavelength regimes
introduced in section 2.2 are separated by vertical dashed lines.

temperature and salinity data (1,025 kg/m3) (Millero & Poisson, 1981) and taking reasonable values for 𝜎
(0.073 N/m) (Harkins & Brown, 1919) and g (9.81 m/s2), this allows us to compute the water surface slope
variance partitioned into short gravity (k < 112.7 rad/m), gravity-capillary (Part 1, 112.7 < k < 371 rad/m;
Part 2, 371 < k < 1, 173 rad/m), and pure capillary (k > 1, 173 rad/m) regimes (Laxague et al., 2015, 2017).

2.3. Measurement of Near-Surface Current
The directional wavenumber-frequency spectra of short gravity waves have also been used to estimate the
near-surface current (Laxague et al., 2017) (supporting information Figure S3c). Short gravity wave propa-
gation is sensitive to currents in the upper few centimeters of the ocean surface layer, making their study
quite useful for describing near-surface currents (Laxague et al., 2017). For each wavenumber-frequency
spectrum, a slice was taken in the downwind direction; the k − 𝜔 coordinate pairs for peak spectral energy
density were identified (supporting information Figure S3c), allowing computation of observed wave celer-
ity cp = 𝜔

k
in the upwind and downwind directions (Laxague et al., 2017, 2018; Laxague & Zappa, 2020). The

difference between the upwind and downwind celerity ΔCp retains the effect of the Doppler shift; this is
U(k), the current encountered by each wave component as a function of the wavenumber (Plant & Wright,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Time series of full rain event. (a) Dark violet trace: wind speed measured from bow of R/V Falkor at 10 m
above mean water level; red squares: rain rate measured aboard the remote catamaran. (b) Surface wave saturation
spectrogram in units of radians, plotted against wavelength; separations between wave regimes are marked with
horizontal white dashed lines. (c) Surface wave spectral growth rate in units of s−1, plotted against wavelength.
(d) Near-surface (−1.0 cm < 𝜁 < −0.5 cm) downwind current obtained from the short wave Doppler shifts.

1980). Recent work on near-surface wave-current interaction has resulted in a new inversion technique to
reliably map from U(k) to a depth profile U(z) (Smeltzer et al., 2019). However, the short duration and tran-
sient nature of the event described here prevented a rigorous evaluation of the variation of U with respect
to k or z (Laxague & Zappa, 2020). As a result, we simply averaged U(k) over the wavenumber range 25–50
rad/m, yielding the mean current between ≈5-mm and 1-cm depth (Plant & Wright, 1980), a range suffi-
ciently “near surface” for our purposes here. The current time series shown in Figure 4d is the product of
this computation. It has been subjected to a 60-s median filter to remove any residual wave motions while
retaining the mean downwind flow.

3. Results and Discussion
Immediately before the rain event, the wind blew at a steady 3 m/s and short gravity waves propagated
downwind with tight directional spreading (Figure 2c). Once the first raindrops were seen in the slope
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field imagery—but before rainfall had become heavy enough to register on the tipping-bucket rain gauge
(Figure 3a)—the directional spreading of gravity-capillary waves increased markedly as ring waves grew
(Figure 2c). The dominant direction of wave propagation was observed to be downwind, though elevated
levels of wave energy were found in all directions due to the isotropic nature of the ring waves. The rain
impact on the sea surface also resulted in a substantial (≈100%) increase in slope variance within the
short gravity-capillary wave regime encompassing ring waves and a slight reduction in short gravity wave
slope variance (Figure 2d). The omnidirectional wave spectrum shown at time 3:00 of Figure 3d reveals
simultaneous wave enhancement at wavelengths of 1 mm to 5 cm and damping at wavelengths of 5–10 cm.

The arrival of the wind and rain front had a substantial effect on the observed wave state. As seen at time 3:05
of Figure 3, the impact of heavy rainfall completely dominates the ocean surface wave structure, with coher-
ent ring waves subsumed by densely packed impact craters and jets. These features are largely isotropic,
though a slight propagational tendency exists in the downwind direction. At this point, waves of length
𝜆 > 20 cm have been significantly attenuated. Another view of this transition in sea state is provided in
the spectrogram of Figure 4b, where centimeter-scale waves in the middle of the gravity-capillary domain
are shown to have grown substantially and the intense (≈100 mm/hr) rainfall resulted in the suppression
of longer gravity waves. After approximately 3 min of heavy precipitation, the rain briefly subsided (for ≈2
min). Gravity-capillary waves relaxed substantially, as shown in the short wave spectrogram and spectral
growth rate 𝛽 provided in Figures 4b and 4c. This was accompanied by the substantial growth of short surface
gravity waves (Figure 4c), free to develop under wind forcing without the suppressive effects of rain.

From the wind and rain front's first impact on the measurement location at time ≈3:04 to the pause in rain-
fall seen at time ≈3:08, an impulsive increase in downwind near-surface current was observed (Figure 4d).
This burst of current peaked in magnitude immediately after both the wind speed and rain rate reached their
observed maxima. However, 2 min later, the current magnitude rapidly fell to its pregust magnitude despite
the fact that the wind speed remained elevated (7–9 m/s). It was at this point that the rain rate dropped to
less than 10 mm/hr by the rain gauge's measure and ring waves became nearly imperceptible in the short
wave slope fields (Figure 3d). One potential explanation for this series of events is that the rain event created
a slippery layer (Kudryavtsev & Soloviev, 1990; Shcherbina et al., 2019), which allowed the impulsive wind
to rapidly accelerate the near-surface flow. Once the rain had subsided, the wind forcing worked to mix the
slippery layer back into the saline upper ocean, reducing the near-surface current magnitude. This expla-
nation requires the full development and extinguishment of a slippery layer within 5 min time under high
levels of wind forcing, an outcome which is unlikely based on many measurements of such layers' devel-
opment (Dong et al., 2017; Doeschate et al., 2019; Thompson et al., 2019; Shcherbina et al., 2019; Volkov
et al., 2019). The spectral growth rate shown in Figure 4c is likely the key to understanding this observed
sequence of events. At the precise moment that the rain rate dropped and the near-surface current deceler-
ated, rain-induced surface undulations in the gravity-capillary scale range of the spectrum relaxed. However,
the wind speed remained relatively high, resulting in a growth spurt among short surface gravity waves. The
wave slope field and spectra shown at time ≈3:08 in Figures 3b–3d reveal a sea state that is in the midst of
returning to its prerain form. It is therefore the likeliest explanation that the ocean wave state was the deter-
mining factor in the growth and subsidence of the near-surface current burst. This is in line with previous
observations made in the laboratory (Poon et al., 1992) and is consistent with wind-wave theory (Schlüssel
et al., 1997).

Given that the present study is focused on the results of a single field measurement of a transient phe-
nomenon, it is difficult to extrapolate this phenomenon's importance for larger-scale processes. The effect of
rain to produce a buoyant fresh lens, trapping the rain-enhanced turbulence near to the ocean surface (e.g.,
Harrison & Veron, 2017; Zappa et al., 2009) has been widely observed. We note that the canonical slippery
layer presented by Shcherbina et al. (2019) was shown to accelerate from 0–20 cm/s over ≈5 hr, while the
centimeter-depth current described in the present work accelerated from 0–20 cm/s over ≈2 min– approxi-
mately 150 times faster. In general, the latter's rate of change is likely to be strongly dependent on the initial
wave state and the nature of temporal variation to the wind and rainfall conditions. Furthermore, the verti-
cal structure of this phenomenon remains to be described in full—though it is certainly a very near-surface
effect (Poon et al., 1992). Future efforts to observe the impact of rainfall on turbulence in the ocean sur-
face layer should consider the phenomenon described in the present work in addition to the deeper and
longer-developing phenomena associated with stratification and slippery layers.
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As coupled wind-wave-current models (e.g., Curcic et al., 2016) become more widely used in geophysi-
cal research, there is an opportunity to incorporate rain-related effects into these modeling efforts. The
Chemical Hydrological Atmospheric Ocean wave System framework allows for the parameterization of
rain-induced gravity wave suppression and changes to the surface roughness length in a wind-wave coupled
framework (Varlas et al., 2018). This parameterization has been shown to improve model skill in retrieving
wind speed and wave height under tropical cyclone-force conditions (Katsafados et al., 2018). The phe-
nomenon described in the present work could be reproduced in a fully coupled wind-wave-current modeling
environment, provided that environment (1) allows for the parameterization of rain's impact on the ocean
surface and (2) is able to partition momentum flux between form drag and tangential stress. Given the
ubiquity of precipitation over Earth's oceans, accounting for these processes would positively impact the
community's modeled representation of air-sea interaction.

4. Conclusions
Rain's simultaneous suppression of surface gravity waves and enhancement of short-scale, low-amplitude
ring waves changes the nature of air-sea momentum flux, feeding near-surface current at the expense of
wave growth. This mechanism has been described using laboratory observations (Poon et al., 1992) and
is supported by both theory and physical intuition (Schlüssel et al., 1997). Here, the initial increase in
near-surface current magnitude followed a similar jump in both wind and rain intensity. However, the ces-
sation in rainfall as wind speed remained high was accompanied by simultaneous gravity-capillary wave
relaxation/surface gravity wave growth and the reduction of current magnitude. Given the relative timing
of changes to the measured near-surface current and the wind and rain conditions, we find the mechanism
of the wave state changing the nature of momentum flux to be the best explanation for the phenomenon
observed here.

At the macroscale, rain is understood to have an important impact on sea surface processes, influencing
ocean circulation patterns, weather, and climate. However, numerical models rarely incorporate the effects
of precipitation on air-sea transfer mechanisms—a direct consequence of our lack of understanding in this
area. As these models improve in resolution and sophistication, it becomes imperative to make high quality
observations of the fundamental physical phenomena underpinning the processes being modeled.

The work we describe here is such an observation, leveraging modern camera technology (Zappa et al., 2012)
with novel processing (Zappa et al., 2008) and analysis (Laxague et al., 2017) techniques. We have made in
situ measurements of the impact of rain on millimeter to meter-scale waves and underlying mean flow in
the open ocean. Observations of the impact of rain on ocean surface waves are sparse, and none of them
have elucidated the direct response of ring waves and very near-surface current to precipitation. The effect
of rain to modify ocean surface wave geometry enhancing tangential stress and accelerating current in the
aqueous surface layer has been hypothesized based on laboratory experiments and physical intuition (Poon
et al., 1992; Schlüssel et al., 1997); our results offer the first field validation of this phenomenon.

This is a small but unique set of observations of a fundamental physical process in the open ocean. The
transient nature of wind gusts and fleeting rain events make them difficult to target for in situ studies;
nevertheless, further work is needed to quantify the importance of these impulsive wind and rain events
with respect to regional and global air-sea interaction. We do hypothesize that these types of transient events
may provide injections of energy into the aqueous surface layer, stirring the region and enhancing mixing
with saltier water from below. Whether or not this particular effect is sufficiently ubiquitous to be significant
in the context of weather, climate, or ocean circulation models remains to be seen. However, this work does
underscore the importance of continuing to make in situ observations of fundamental physical processes as
our technological capabilities advance.
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